Welcome to CoverSeal
“We Have you Covered from the Ground Up”
Thank you for your recent purchase of one of the most unique and carefully crafted covers. It is
designed by those who want to protect their items from rodents, weather, heat and sun
damage. Here are some helpful tips on using your new cover:
1. Storage: For the sand cover its best to use the simple duffle bag. You can either roll up the
cover or simply start with the front or rear of the cover in first. For the water envelope version,
it is best to empty the water reservoir first and then use the bag. The vinyl carry bag is another
convenient option for long term storage.
2. First use: The cover deploys best if you start from the ground position. Unroll the cover as
shown in Pic 1, with the FRONT label at the front of your car and the Logo at the back. The
shiny silver side is going to be on the outside of your vehicle. Pick up the edge of the cover and
place it on the trunk then walk to the middle of the vehicle and put it on the middle of the roof
(Pic 2) and finally the hood. Once you pull slightly the cover typically falls over the other side.
Its easy to put on since the weight keeps wind from blowing it off while you’re trying to put it
on. Walk around the cover and lift the sides so the weight is on the outside edge of the car
body and not tucked under the car. Straighten the cover so the logo is centered to the back of
the car and the FRONT label is centered to the front of the car. Your all done (Pic 3).
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3. Checking the Velcro. Velcro is used to seal the sand in your cover. If you want more weight
you can add sand using a funnel and a bit of playground sand found at your local Hardware
store. Once you have added more sand seal the Velcro again. The Tarp skirt is meant to sit on
the ground and is weather resistant. Rodents also don’t like chewing on it as it makes poor
nesting material. It is important that the back flaps sit together as shown in (Pic 4) to keep any
ingress point closed against the rodents.
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4. Taking the CoverSeal off: We just work the process backwards. To protect your cars surface
from any materials picked up by the apron sitting on the ground just lift the apron from the side
your first choose to remove and put it up on top of the roof of the car. (See Pic 5). Follow this
again with the hood and the trunk. Make sure you get it past the roof antenna fin. Now a
simple tug will allow the cover to slide off the other side. If your gone only for a short time
leaving the cover on the ground is not a problem. Otherwise you can store it in the vinyl or soft
duffle bag.
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5. Weather protection: CoverSeal material is durable and breathable. It reflects 90% of the
suns damaging rays. The covers are made intentionally loose. Even if you bought the right size
these covers are not intended to fit tightly. There are two reasons for this. It keeps rain from
puddling on the cover leading to mold and it makes the vehicle under it more anonymous. Its
hard to tell what kind of car is under the CoverSeal.
6. Fixing a damaged cover: There might be a time a small tear occurs in the cover or apron. Its
important to stop any rip quickly. In the event this happens we provide a patch kit. Cut the
patch to ½ inch larger than the hole or rip your looking to cover with scissors and then peel the
backing off the patch and place it over the hole (Pic 6 and 7). Try and line up the cover so there
is minimal adhesive showing through. If you want a more complete patch put a similar one on
the other side mirroring your first patch. This gives you a double strength patch and eliminates
any adhesive from touching your car. For the bottom apron this can be patched with Silver
Duct Tape.

7. Cleaning your cover: Stains and dirt can simply be wiped off your cover with a damp towel.
CoverSeal Liability limitation: CoverSeal is not responsible for damage caused to your car
including scratched or abraded paint surfaces. While our materials are inherently nonabrasive any cover can pick up abrasive material and when in contact with your cars paint
cause small scratches to occur. If this is a concern an inexpensive inner cover, fitted to your
car, can be purchased by a number of other car cover companies to serve as a protective liner.
CoverSeal does have a new version available in 2019 that incorporates an inner cotton liner to
further protect scratch sensitive surfaces. If you would like more information about this cover
contact us at www.getcoverseal.com.

